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1. Introduction
Involving students in assessing and providing feedback on solutions
to problems encourages peer dialogue and self-reflection. Reviewing
the work of others enhances learning and promotes the development
of metacognitive skills such as the ability to appreciate what
constitutes high quality work and to critically evaluate one’s own
work.
In this study students were asked to evaluate solutions to physics
problems written by their peers using adaptive comparative
judgement (ACJ). ACJ is based on the Bradley-Terry-Luce variant of
‘Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgment’, in which pairwise
comparisons are used to estimate the relative quality of a set of
solutions by fitting to a logistic model. The approach has been
modified by Pollitt (2012) to incorporate adaption, using technology
to automate the operation of the underlying algorithm.

2. Method
The course. ACJ was used in an introductory undergraduate
course in modern physics at the University of Edinburgh. The
class size was 231 students, about half of whom were physics
majors with the remainder taking it as an optional course.

4. Discussion

3.Results
Student submissions. 162 students (70%) completed the ACJ
task, making a total of 1494 judgements over 14 rounds. The rank
order of submissions after the final round is shown below:

This demonstrates the importance of providing students with
guidance on assessment criteria and opportunities for practice
coupled with timely feedback. Comparative judgement has the
potential to play a valuable role in this process.
Scaled rank order of student submissions after 14 judgement rounds
(Red bars show the standard error)

Students judgements compared to expert marks. There was a
moderate to strong correlation between the quality of submissions
based on student judgements and the expert marks for both
physics and veterinary medicine:

‘When choosing a winner, you should ask yourself which piece of work
most clearly and effectively satisfies the task set out in the question’

Solutions were also marked by expert markers (staff / TAs) using
a standard marking scheme.

‘I found it more tedious
than helpful.
Comparisons ultimately
came down to my
personal opinion and
knowledge.’

‘It was useful to
see different
perspectives on
approaching the
problem we were
assigned.’

rs = .673, p < .001
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5. Implications for practice

rs = .696, p < .001

Based on our experience, we suggest the following as ‘conditions
for success’; factors that are necessary, although not necessarily
sufficient, to maximise student participation in and (more crucially)
derive maximum benefit from the ACJ task:
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ACJ ranking parameter obtained from student judgements vs. expert mark.

However:
• Physics students were given no additional guidance to aid
their ACJ judgements;
• Veterinary medicine students were given the marking scheme
and sample solution used by the expert (staff) markers.
It was evident that physics students tended to focus on surface
features such as neatness, length, the presence (rather than the
relevance) of diagrams etc. This may have been due to a lack of
confidence in their own physics knowledge. Alternatively, they may
have been able to discern quality holistically, but found it difficult to
define such a complex and multi-faceted construct.

•
•
•

•

•
•

Provide initial scaffolding activities on the pedagogical
rationale for and benefits of the task. Make these
participatory rather than passive;
Provide guidance such as exemplars, marking criteria or
grade descriptors to help students develop expertise as
assessors;
Build the activity into the course assessment strategy;
Make sure students are aware of the marking system. This is
always important, but especially so if peer marking
contributes to the summative assessment for the course;
Provide feedback, but treat the ACJ quality ranking with
caution. Ranking is de facto a norm-referenced system and a
low ranking does not necessarily translate into low
achievement based on criterion-referenced assessment;
Obtain buy-in from the teaching team. Without this, any
teaching intervention is almost certainly doomed to failure;
Do not underestimate the time and effort needed to
anonymise, digitise and upload paper submissions.

The comparative judgement interface in the ACJ system
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‘It makes you think
critically about your
own work, you
learn from other
successful
examples.’

Vet medicine

Physics
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ACJ task. Using an online tool, students were presented with
pairs of anonymised solutions written by their peers and asked to
judge which was the better, based on the criterion:

It is not clear whether surface features correlate with physics quality,
or whether students can discern quality but have not yet developed
the skills needed to articulate this in terms of disciplinary concepts
such as problem-solving ability; conceptual understanding; and the
relationship between mathematics and the physical problem.
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